Unai Emery – a Manager with Lots of Experience and
Different Style of Play
Unai Emery is a Spanish football manager appointed by Arsenal in 2018. Emery had modest
playing career spending it mostly in Segunda División, the second tier of Spanish League
Football system. He began his career at Lorca Deportiva CF, where he achieved promotion into
Segunda División in his first season. He retired from Lorca Deportiva CF at just the age of 32
after only a single season in Segunda Division B.
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Unai Emery has never looked back after starting his managerial career at Lorca Deportive after
guiding them to the second division of Spanish football for the first time in club' history. He even
guided Almeria to LaLiga in his four years at the club for the first time since the existence of the
club.
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He came known to the world when he was appointed by Sevilla as its head coach and helped
Sevilla to win three consecutive Europa Leagues given the toughness of the competition. He
was even successful at PSG winning all four domestic trophies in 2017-2018.
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Of the four Spanish clubs, he has managed, none of them were performing well at the time he
joined them. Despite clubs, not performing well he had provided respective clubs' fans with a
reason to rejoice.
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Unai Emery was given the task of doing a club overhaul, which he has certainly fulfilled by
finding the real weakness in the Arsenal squad of last season. The main reason arsenal has not
been able to win a single Premier League Trophy since 2005, was the lack of change in a
manager who can use different ideas.
Unai Emery usually favors the 4-2-3-1 formation with a touch of 4-3-3 to it. Great flexibility in the
midfield is one of the characteristics of his teams. Ever since his time at Valencia, Emery has
been using a somewhat similar formation. Unai Emery likes to press high when opponents are
in attacking third. When Emery was asked what style of play he will Arsenal, Emery said:
"Possession of the ball and pressing when you don't have the ball".
He is a very tactical manager and with the amount of experience he has, he will surely help
Arsenal reach new heights. He has started making Arsenal players work hard to achieve what
he has been appointed for. Unai Emery explain how all the new signings well as current players
are important for him
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Even Arsenal will hope that Emery is able to bring Arsenal back to the level they were before
the last decade.
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